LAPIS
Sculptured, set in stone, with primeval recalls, Lapis
attracts and captures the perception with its beauty.
space in a perpetual motion.

Lapis collection is realized with a unique technique: a triple coating
printed thick non-woven with 3D lasered design.
The thickness of this non-woven support permits to hide the imperfections
of the wall and it is extremely easy to apply.
The triple coating is made with special resins, that have been projected and
produced internally uniquely for this product.
The designs and colors have been accurately studied for giving a
tridimensional structure that enhances an impressive visual impact.

ABOUT THE COMPANY

TE CH NIC A L F E A TUR E S

Lapis is an expression of industrial art.

In few years Texam Home , thanks to its creative philosophy based on
“Research never ends”, has become a leading brand on the high-end of
wallcovering’s market. Infact, our brand embodies a resume of innovative high technology, exclusive materials and a unique style, that stands
out from the masses.
This harmonic mix permits, every year, to create remarkable and cutting-edge products, which express themselves in timeless astonishing
collections. Another essential aspect of Texam Home’s creations is the
feeling that the material gives; it is perceived as something completely
natural and organic, avoiding any industrial effect. All the wallpaper’s
surfaces are designed to obtain a three dimensional effect, to reshape
rooms and locations, in order to nullify the optical barrier of the wall,

which are always precursors of fashion in the wallcovering’s world.
Made in Italy by:
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98,7 cm / 38.9” → | ←
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63,6 cm / 25” → | ←
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95 cm / 37.4” → | ←
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MINERALS
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0 cm / 0” → | 0
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95 cm / 37.4”(±3%)

The portrayed colours may differ from reality

